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MODEL 250™ RED/WHITE 9.25’’ TRIGGER SPRAYER
Expertly engineered to prevent leaks, even if the bottle tips over,
ensuring mess-free operations
Features a three-finger trigger and rear support, enhancing
comfort for extended use

MODEL 260™ VALUE-BLASTER HIGH OUTPUT
TRIGGER SPRAYER

Generous 3.5mL output per stroke
Rubber Piston Cup extends the life of the sprayer while providing
a broad chemical resistance

MODEL 320™ WHITE/WHITE 9.5’’ TRIGGER SPRAYER
Less fatigue with up to 40% greater output per stroke significantly
reduces the number of times you pull the trigger
Long lasting rubber piston cup extends life and provides broader
chemical resistance. Outer body protects piston assembly from
damage during use and storage
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RELIABLE QUALITY FOR MULTIPLE SURFACE CARE PRODUCTS

Explore our range of products designed
for packaging-focused businesses aiming
to enter or grow in the Janitorial and
Sanitation (Jan/San) segment. This guide
features essential, market-driving items
from Tolco, designed to give your
business a competitive advantage.

With low minimums and exceptional
service, you can count on Tolco as your
dependable supplier.

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS FOR
PACKAGING PROFESSIONALS
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MODEL 320CR® CHEMICAL RESISTANT, GREY/GREY 9.5’’  
TRIGGER SPRAYER

The industry standard. Synthetic O-ring and piston cup hold up against
the harshest chemicals, even D-limonene
Achieve up to 40% more output per stroke, reducing trigger pulls,
thanks to our high-output design with an extra-large spray pattern for
efficiency; making quick work of any job

MODEL 640™ HIGH OUTPUT, WHITE/WHITE 9.25’’
TRIGGER SPRAYER

Up to 4x greater output per stroke as you pull the trigger
Strong 4mL output provides an extra large spray pattern to make quick
work of any job

32OZ HDPE CLEANCHECK® BOTTLE W/ SPRAYER - 3-
PACK

Pre-printed, bilingual (English/Spanish) content check boxes to  
significantly improve identification
Three bottles & triggers for multiple application so the correct bottle is
always available

32OZ HDPE TOLCO ROUND BOTTLE 28/400 W/ SCALE
Embossed scale encourages user to properly proportion chemicals
Tapered neck provides a more comfortable grip when used with a
trigger sprayer

1OZ PUMP MODEL GSP-01™ 38/400
Locking white plastic pump with stainless steel spring and 38/400 neck
finish delivers 1 oz. per stroke
Plunger locks down for shipping and storage
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1OZ PUMP MODEL GSP™ FOR 5 GALLON PAIL 38/430
Fits the opening of most 5 or 6 gallon pails
Compatible with most cleaning solutions, lotions and hand cleaners.
Not designed for use with products containing abrasives. Do not use
with corrosive or strong solvents

DELUXE TOILET BOWL MOP
Enhanced maneuverability with an angled head for improved access to
difficult-to-reach areas
Increased absorbency facilitated by a fuller head, ensuring effective
cleaning without causing any mess
Acid resistant fibers stand up to the harshest cleaning chemicals

KOMODO™ URINAL MAT GREY/BLACK
Proprietary non-woven, wicking material stands up to regular mopping
and high traffic use while providing exceptional protection
NFSI certified as HIGH-TRACTION, reducing the potential for slips and
falls and the mat stays-put on the floor
Protects floors against stains, discoloration and damage from uric acid

CLEARCHOICE™ 50OZ. SOAP DISPENSER
Benefit from superior resistance to antibacterial soaps with O-rings
made from DuPont Viton®
Clear view of soap’s fill level facilitates timely refills for an always-ready
dispenser
Zero excess waste – no extra cartridges or bags to dispose of

BOWL MOP CADDY - WHITE
Ensures secure and sturdy storage for both the brush and quart bottle 
Boasts a one-piece, friction fit bottle compartment, minimizing the risk
of lost or broken parts for long-lasting durability
Large handle designed for ease of transport
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VALU LOBBY™ DUST PAN
No-warp edge design hugs the floor to collect more debris
Lightweight, comfortable plastic grip handle makes extended use more
comfortable and less tedious

WET N’ DRY™ LOBBY PAN
For easy, no mess wet or dry clean-up necessities
Patented design incorporates a squeegee blade to prevent liquid and
debris from being swept under the pan
Constructed with a sturdy steel handle for superior durability

BI-LINGUAL WET FLOOR SIGN
Two-color hazard warning stands out on bright yellow sign, in both
English and Spanish
Heavy-gauge plastic and heavy-duty hinge stand up to rugged use

PROSTOP® MAX
Creative design and unique material combine to secure doors on
almost any surface, including commercial carpet and in multiple ways
A built in magnet allows you to secure the door stop to any metal
surface and keep it close at hand

PROSTOP® GIANT DOORSTOP
Size over 6” long and 2” tall allows for superior door holding of
commercial doors
Ideal for commercial doors with floor clearances up to 2”
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